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Smartphones and similar mobile devices have become a primary means of computing for many users. Over the last five or six years, the area exploded with change, seeing the rise of iOS and Android as dominant platforms. A key driver for this change was the diversity and availability of applications through application markets such as Apple’s App Store and Google’s Play Store. As smartphones transitioned from devices for mobile Email and web access to platforms with hundreds of thousands of third-party applications, the risks changed and grew. The systems security research community responded in kind, providing many tens of solutions and new attacks.

In this IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing (TDSC) special issue on Security and Privacy in Mobile Platforms, we sample several of these papers, touching on key aspects of security and privacy. In response to the call for papers, we received 29 submissions. After rigorous review and careful revision, the following five papers were included in this special issue.

The first paper “MOSES: Supporting and Enforcing Security Profiles on Smartphones,” by Yury Zhauiniarovich, Giovanni Russello, Mauro Conti, Bruno Crispo, and Earlene Fernandes, targets the broad challenge of bring your own device (BYOD). Many users wish to use one physical device for both personal and work purposes. Unfortunately, existing smartphones have limited support for separating data. MOSES provides a policy-based framework for enforcing isolation of applications and data on Android while allowing dynamic switching between profiles. This paper extends a previous version of the paper published at SACMAT 2012.

The second paper “Mobiflage: Deniable Storage Encryption for Mobile Devices,” by Adam Skillen and Mohammad Mannan, targets a different data threat model, namely deniable storage. Simply encrypting data on a device may not be enough: users may be forced to disclose decryption keys (e.g., at border crossings). Mobiflage extends existing desktop plausibly deniable encryption (PDE) schemes to mobile devices. To do so, it hides encrypted volumes on the Android SDcard. Based on the decryption password provided on boot, the phone will load either the normal image or the hidden image. This paper extends a previous version of the paper published at NDSS 2013.

The third paper “Generating Summary Risk Scores for Mobile Applications,” by Christopher Gates, Ninghui Li, Hao Peng, Bhaskar Sarma, Yuan Qi, Rahul Potharaju, Cristina Nita-Rotaru, and Ian Molloy, seeks to better identify malware and other undesirable Android apps. The approach extracts lightweight signals of risk, including permission and category combinations. The authors then apply different Bayesian machine learning models to identify malware. This paper consolidates and extends two previous papers published at SACMAT 2012 and CCS 2012.

The fourth paper “Effective Risk Communication for Android Apps,” by Christopher Gates, Jing Chen, Ninghui Li, and Robert W. Proctor, considers how to convey risk information to users installing Android applications. Android currently uses permissions to convey risk, but several studies have demonstrated that users do not understand permissions. This paper proposes a method that assigns a risk score to each app and displays a summary of risk information to the user.

The fifth paper “Hiding in the Mobile Crowd: Location Privacy through Collaboration,” by Reza Shokri, George Theodorakopoulos, Panos Papadimitratos, Ehsan Kazemi, and Jean-Pierre Hubaux, considers users’ geographic location privacy. Location-based services (e.g., location-based search) have become an invaluable feature of smartphones and their applications. Unfortunately, each time users make location-based queries, they reveal slightly more about their paths through the physical world. This paper takes a novel approach wherein mobile devices in a region share information with one another, significantly reducing the frequency of query the location-based service provider.

In closing, we would like to thank all of the authors who have submitted their research to this special issue. We are also grateful for the many experts in the field who have participated in the review process and provided helpful suggestions to the authors for improving their work. We would like to express our gratitude to the Editor-in-Chief, Dr. Elisa Bertino and the former Editor-in-Chief, Dr. Ravi Sandhu, for their support in bringing forth this special issue. We hope you enjoy the papers.
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